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1985 Spaceport News Summary 

 

Followup From the 1971 Spaceport News Summary 

Of note, the 1963, 1964 and 1965 Spaceport News were issued weekly.  Starting with 

the July 7, 1966, issue, the Spaceport News went to an every two week format.  The 

Spaceport News kept the two week format until the last issue on February 24, 2014.  

Spaceport Magazine superseded the Spaceport News in April 2014.  Spaceport 

Magazine was a monthly issue, until the last and final issue, Jan./Feb. 2020.   

The first issue of Spaceport News was December 13, 1962.  The two 1962 issues and 

the issues from 1996 until the final Spaceport Magazine issue, are available for viewing 

at this website,  The Spaceport News issues from 1963 through 1995 are currently not 

available online. 

In this Summary, black font is original Spaceport News text, blue font is something I or 

someone else provided and purple font is a hot link. 

All links were working at the time I completed this Spaceport News Summary. 

 

Following up from the 1971 Spaceport News Summary, and regarding the Apollo 13 

lunar module arm rest, J..L Pickering sent me a photo he took in 1973 at the KSC 

Visitor Complex; see the next page.  So, the arm rest was displayed at the Visitor 

Complex in 1973 and made its way to the Cradle of Aviation Museum in New York 

sometime after that.  Thanks a bunch J.L.!!!!! 

 

 

 

https://www.nasa.gov/centers/kennedy/spaceport-magazine.html
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In another followup from the 1971 Spaceport News Summary, there was a photo in the 

March 25, 1971, Spaceport News, featuring an astronaut lunar escape system.  Well, 

this YouTube video goes in to more detail than the photo; very neat!!!!!  The narrator, 

Scott Manley, has some interesting videos, including “What Is The Most Powerful 

Rocket Motor”.  Thanks a bunch Brad Frizzell!!!! 

 

Not directly related to the Spaceport News Summary, Armando Oliu, Pete Chitko and I 

sometimes get going on things related to the space program and the following is an 

example.  Armando posed the following: 

 

“Pete/Malcolm, 

OK I got one for you guys…. 

Been trying to find a photo or some documentation of where the aft interstage was 

attached to the S-IVB.  I assume it was done in the low bay, but just don’t have a photo.  

Ideas? Thoughts? 

Armando” 

 

Armando provided the photo on the next page of an S-IVB stage being lifted in the VAB.  

The IVB interstage is the cone shaped thing at the bottom of the S-IVB.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CLzfJIoBk-E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UfMPgAQD420
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UfMPgAQD420
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I found the following, indented, from Jonathan Ward’s “Countdown to a Moon Launch” 

book (a great read!); describing S-IVB VAB low bay processing, including interstage 

attachment, as follows: 

“…Once inside the VAB low bay, the S-IVB was hoisted off its trailer and raised 

to a vertical orientation. It was then lowered into a test on the west side of the 

transfer aisle and mated to the S-IVB aft interstage, the flared skirt that would 

eventually join the S-IVB to the S-II stage…”. 

Thank you Armando, Pete and Jonathan!!!!! 
 
 
 

From The January 4, 1985, Spaceport News 

 
On page 1, “Spaceport USA Hails New Additions; Employees Invited”.  A portion of 

the article reads “NASA and KSC contractors are sponsoring an open house for 

employees and their immediate families at Spaceport USA as part of the grand opening 

celebration of the newly expanded Visitor's Center… The employee open house, called 

KSC Team Recognition Nights, will be held Jan. 12-15, 1985 from 6 to 10 p.m. each 

night… Complimentary showings of the IMAX film "Hail Columbia" and Spaceport USA's 

newest multi-media presentation, "Flight of the Aurora" will be featured each night in the 

recently constructed Galaxy Center… ‘. 
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“THIS AERIAL view of Spaceport USA includes the recently constructed Galaxy Center which 
contains the Galaxy Theater, the I MAX Theater and an exhibition museum.”  The Galaxy 
Center/Theater is highlighted in green. 
 
 

On page 4, “Altitude Chamber Used ln SL-3 Drill”.  In part, the article reads “The next 

flight of the Spacelab orbiting laboratory will mark the first use of special equipment 

designed to provide access into the habitable module while the Shuttle is sitting vertical 

on the pad. Less than 24 hours before the scheduled blastoff of the Shuttle, a single 

technician will be lowered into the Spacelab 3 module to install animal cages containing 

24 rodents and four primates… 

Over the past two weeks, a team of NASA and contractor personnel have been 

practicing for that event in an elaborate mockup constructed in one of the altitude 

chambers in the Operations and Checkout Building… The original intent of the Module 

Vertical Access Kit equipment was to provide vertical access into the Spacelab module 

in case some component failed after the Spacelab was installed and the Shuttle was 

stacked. Since that time, the equipment has been baselined for use in loading life 

science specimens and other equipment late in the Shuttle flow… 

Spacelab 3, scheduled for launch next April, will be the first operational flight of the 

versatile orbiting workshop…”. 
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“A BSI TECHNICIAN is being lowered into a mockup of the Spacelab 3 habitable module during 
Module Vertical Access Kit equipment training exercises. A vertical mockup of the Spacelab 3 
module has been constructed in an old altitude chamber in the Operations and Checkout 
Building. Hoisting personnel and equipment into and out of the Spacelab on the launch pad is 
an elaborate procedure that is being carefully rehearsed for first use on the Spacelab 3 
mission.” 

 

 
 

From The January 18, 1985, Spaceport News 
 
On page 1, “Ceremonies Open 'New' SPACEPORT USA”.  Part of the article reads 

“SPACEPORT USA", KSC's window to the public and the state's fourth most popular 

tourist destination, was formally opened Jan. 11 during a gala evening marked with the 

unveiling of a major new show, bubbling champagne, sky-probing searchlights and a 

rousing fireworks display that turned night into day. 

SPACEPORT USA's new look represents major investments by TW Services, 

concessioner for the visitor complex: $8.5 million for the theaters, exhibits, public area 

and support facilities. Adding a legitimate Hollywood touch to the Hollywood-style grand 

opening was Leonard Nimoy… Sharing brief speaking honors during the Friday night 

grand opening were NASA Administrator James M. Beggs; KSC Director Dick Smith; 

George Toney, president of TW Services Inc.; Harry B. Chambers, vice president of TW 

Services and general manager of SPACEPORT USA;… and Astronaut Bob Crippen, a 

veteran of four Space Shuttle flights and a co-star of "Hail Columbia."… 
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H.B. CHAMBERS, vice president of TW Services, Inc., and general manager, SPACEPORT 
USA, presents a model of the Space Shuttle in acrylic to Leonary Nimoy. This was an 
expression of gratitude from TW Services and NASA for the actor serving as master of 
ceremonies for the dedication.” 

   

Also on page 1, “51-C Slated Jan. 23”.  Photo and caption.  The caption reads “The 

upcoming flight of Discovery on mission 51C, fifteenth in the Shuttle series, will carry a 

crew of five: from left are, Gary E. Payton, Department of Defense payload specialist; 

Loren J. Shriver, pilot; Thomas K. Mattingly, commander; James F. Buchli and Ellison 

S. Onizuka, mission specialists. Space Shuttle mission 51-C is the first dedicated 

mission for the Department of Defense scheduled to be launched on Jan. 23. The U.S. 

Air Force has announced that the potential launch interval extends from 1:15 to 

4:15p.m. EST.”  

 

 

One more article on page 1, “'85 Will Test Cargo Team; Over 20 Users Slated”.  In 

part, the article states “With 13 Shuttle and five expendable launches tentatively 
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planned in 1985, the NASA/ contractor team that keeps payloads moving through KSC 

facilities will be put to their stiffest test to date. Reflected on the current manifest are 

approximately 20 commercial users, three full Spacelabs, two Tracking and Data Relay 

Satellites and two Department of Defense missions... 

Commercial payloads will dominate the category of Shuttle payloads to be flown in 

1985. "Out of 13 launches that are scheduled for 1985, two are for the Department of 

Defense and three are Spacelab," said Terry Terhune, director of the Cargo Integration 

Office. "So the rest are commercial in nature." 

 

On page 4. 
 

 
“THE THREE Spacelab 2 pallets and igloo were recently moved to a test stand in the O&C high 
bay. Processing of the Spacelab 2 elements is continuing and launch is scheduled for June of 
this year. Fourteen experimental investigations in seven disciplines will be conducted including: 
life sciences, plasma physics, astronomy, high-energy astrophysics, solar physics, atmospheric 
physics and technology research.” 
 
 

On page 8, the following is the caption for the next photo:  “ASTRONAUT JON 
McBRIDE, pilot for the 41-G mission, attended the preview opening of "The Artist and 
the Space Shuttle", a collection of 70 NASA commissioned space paintings by 35 artists 
which will be on exhibit at the Brevard Art Center and Museum in Melbourne through 
Feb. 10. McBride, who confesses to having "dabbled in oils" when he had more spare 
time, views artist William Phillips' "The Right Stuff on Final", a painting for which 
McBride was consulted by the artist. Jon was the pilot of the T-38 chase plane depicted 
in Phillips' canvas showing Columbia on the final approach into Edwards Air Force Base 
at the conclusion of the STS-1 mission. The traveling exhibit portrays the development 
of the Shuttle from its first early tests in 1977 through the final orbital flight tests in July 
1982.” 
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From The February 1, 1985, Spaceport News 
 
On page 1. 

 
“DISCOVERY BLASTED OFF into clear blue skies on Jan. 24 at about 2:50 p.m. to begin the 
Space Shuttle's first dedicated Department of Defense mission. Commander for this mission 
was Thomas Mattingly and his pilot Loren Shriver, the two mission specialists were Ellison 
Onizuka and James Buchli. The Department of Defense payload specialist was Gary Payton. 
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The 51-C mission ended with a pinpoint landing on KSC's Runway 15 at 4:24 p.m. on Jan. 27, 
just over three days after liftoff. The Air Force announced that " ... the IUS (lntertial Upper 
Stage) aboard STS 51-C was deployed from the Shuttle Discovery and successfully met its 
mission objectives." The IUS will be used to propel the second Tracking and Data Relay 
Satellite into a transfer orbit on the next mission, 51-E.” 

 

On page 6, the caption for the next photo is ““A LANDMARK for mariners for more than 

a century, the Cape Canaveral Lighthouse gets a new coat of paint. The structure, built 

at the tip of the Cape in 1868, was dismantled and re-erected at its present location 

slightly inland in 1894 when erosion threatened its foundation. The repainting job, 

including the interior of the lighthouse cab, was awarded by the U.S. Coast Guard to 

Jasper Painting Service of New Smyrna Beach, a minority small business. The powerful 

light is visible at sea for approximately 18 miles, and has an associated radio beacon. 

The side-mounted radar at the balcony is used for ship surveillance during rocket 

launches.” 

 

 
 

 

  

From The February 15, 1985, Spaceport News 
 
On page 1,”New Facility Will Give Boost To STS”.  In part, the article reads  
“A major step of the operational era of the Space Transportation System took place 
recently with a ground breaking ceremony for the soon-to-be Solid Rocket Booster 
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Assembly and Refurbishment Facility on Schwartz Road… The $274 million Booster 
Assembly Contract (BAC), to be managed by the Marshall Space Flight Center, was 
awarded to USBI last August. Under the approximate five-year contract agreement, 
USBI will produce 83 flight sets of boosters and refurbish them for future flights. 
 
The USBI Booster Production Company, formed Jan. 1, will perform most booster 
refurbishment activities in the new facility. Work will include replacing insulation on 
booster components; adding electronic and guidance systems, and reinstalling 
parachutes and ordnance devices… USBI will produce 24 flight sets of non-motor 
segments for the solid rocket boosters per year in the new facility… Each flight set 
consists of two forward skirts, aft skirts, frustums and smaller components. 
 

 
“THIS ARTIST CONCEPT of the SRB Refurbishment Facility shows its location (on Schwartz 
Rd.) in relation to the Vehicle Assembly Building…” 
 

 

 
The above is a current satellite 3D view from Google Maps, with Schwartz Rd, crossing 
from left to right in the upper part of the photo. The facility is now known as the Booster 
Fabrication Facility, and prepares booster aft and fwd skirts for SLS/Artemis, similar to 
Shuttle days.  
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Also on page 1, “51-E Mission To Mark 16th Space Shuttle Flight”.  Part of the article 

states “Challenger is soon to make its seventh trip into space carrying a crew of seven, 

two communications satellites that will be deployed, the French Echocardiograph 

Experiment (FEE) and the French Posture Experiment (FPE) during the planned four 

day mission. This will be the 16th Space Shuttle mission and the first flight to carry a 

congressional observer payload specialist- Sen. Jake Garn of Utah. 

The second Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) and its Inertial Upper Stage will 

be deployed about 10 hours after liftoff. The TDRS system allows near world-wide 

communications ability between the Space Shuttle, other satellites and ground 

controllers. The first TDRS satellite was deployed in April '83 from the orbiter Challenger 

on the sixth shuttle flight… The Anik C-1 satellite and its Payload Assist Module will be 

deployed on flight day two for - Telesat Canada…”. 

 

 
“51-E CREW MEMBERS are Commander Karol J. Bobko, his pilot is Donald E. 
Williams. The three mission specialists are M. Rhea Seddon, Jeff Hoffman and S. David 
Griggs. The two payload specialists are Patrick Baudry and Senator Jake Garn. The 
seven-member crew is scheduled to orbit the earth for four days and will deploy two 
communications satellites and conduct various life sciences experiments.” 
 
 
On page 3, “KSC Model Builder Turns Hobby Into Full-Time Job”.  A portion of the 

article reads “Some people serve as models while others build them. For David Coates, 

models have been past, present, and future, as a boyhood hobby became a full-time 

career that allows him to turn that which is not yet existing into a reality that can be 

seen, touched, and tested. For nine years David Coates has served as resident model 

builder for KSC, his latest achievement being a model of the future space station based 

on an artist's conception… 

During his boyhood, Coates spent his time building model airplanes with Thomas K. 

Mattingly, commander of the recent 51-C mission. "We used to fly around the country 
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showing off our models in places like Kansas as both our dads worked for Eastern," he 

said… Building models for KSC came about in 1976, following an 11 year career as an 

electronics technician in the Ground Computers Section of Launch Vehicles Operations. 

Coates then transferred to the Development Testing Branch, Engineering Development, 

as a mechanical engineer technician, a position that allows him to turn a hobby into a 

living… 

The models also serve as show and tell for visiting congressional personnel and as 

prototypes before the actual construction begins. They are housed mainly in the model 

room at the Headquarters building. Some of Coates' works include models of the 

Vehicle Assembly Building, the Orbiter Processing Facility, and a checkout cell which 

duplicates the orbiter's payload bay...”. 

 
“DAVID COATES, KSC model builder, with the model of the future space station he built from 
an artist's conception. Coates is a Mechanical Engineer Technician in the Development Testing 
Branch of Engineering Development.” 

 

 

From The March 1, 1985, Spaceport News 

 
On page 1, “Logistics Facility To House Hardware, Parts For Shuttle”.  Part of the 
article reads “Approximately 190,000 items of Space Shuttle program stock, such as: 
orbiter fuel cells, various electrical components, tires, brakes, windows, nuts, bolts, 
washers, etc., currently stored in three major KSC warehouses and four areas at Cape 
Canaveral Air Force Station, will have a new home when the giant steel framework on 
Contractor Road becomes the Shuttle Processing Logistics Facility… 
Officials expect that about 500 Lockheed and NASA employees will be working in 
75,000 square feet set aside for office space, about a quarter of the total space… This 
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facility, 507 feet wide and 453 feet long- for a total of about 300,000 square feet of 
usable space - will be KSC's first automated logistics warehouse for storage of flight 
hardware and Shuttle Processing Contract (SPC) ground support equipment… 
completion is anticipated this October. 
 

 
“ARTIST'S CONCEPT of the SPC Logistics Facility on Contractor Road.” 
 
The following is a Google Maps satellite 3D view of the current Logistics Facility, with Contractor 
Road in the foreground. 
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From The March 15, 1985, Spaceport News  

 
On page 2, “Integrations And Operations Branch Orchestrates Task Of Preparing 
Spacelab”.  In part, the article reads “Preparing a payload as complex as Spacelab to 
fly on the Space Shuttle is an immense task. Hundreds of people perform seemingly 
disjointed tasks each day designed to bring the Spacelab system and its myriad of 
sophisticated experiments closer and closer to the scheduled launch day. Pulling all of 
these people and activities together into a coordinated, smooth-running team is the 
responsibility of the Spacelab and Experiments Division's Integration and Operations 
Branch... 
 
Responsibility does not end with a successful launch… When the orbiter returns with 
our payload, whether it's here or at Dryden, this group is there to remove time-critical 
payloads. This group orchestrates the entire deintegration of the payload until all the 
experiments have been removed and returned to their sponsors, and the Spacelab is 
recycled to the next flow…". 
 
There are numerous associated photos, a couple of which follow. 
 

  
“FROM RIGHT, ANN BOLTON, Spacelab-2 m1ss1on sequence test supervisor; Roy Lester, 
MSFC mission manager; Frank Bryan, backup Spacelab-2 integrations engineer; and Dave 
Coch, principal investigator for experiment 5 take part in the mission sequence test that 
simulates on-orbit activities for the 13 experiments.” 
 

 
“Lori Sumner calls in support requirements from the test conductors' console in control room 2.” 
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On page 8. 
 

 
“A U.S. AIR FORCE HELICOPTER recently moved about 14 tons of scrap steel from the roof of 
the Vehicle Assembly Building to a designated area on center. The steel, once forming a 
structure mounted like a plank on top of the VAB roof over High Bay 1, was used to attach and 
remove the lightning mast of the launch Umbilical Tower of the Saturn 1-B Mobile Launcher 
used during the Apollo Program.” 
 
 
 

 

From The March 29, 1985, Spaceport News 
 
On page 1, “Airbag-Equipped Cars To Be Tested Here”.  A portion of the article reads 
“The first of 106 brand new, airbag-equipped automobiles to take its place in the 
General Services Administration fleet was inspected by KSC Director Dick Smith 
recently. The 1985 Ford Tempo is one of the vehicles taking part in a joint effort by the 
GSA and the federal Department of Transportation to assess the effectiveness of the 
"passive restraint" in fleet operations safety… 
 
The KSC operation will get 70 of the cars, said Roger Willadsen, district fleet manager 
for the GSA… Each car is equipped with an airbag device that is constructed of 
neoprene coated nylon, 26.5 inches in diameter, capable of filling to a volume of about 
two cubic feet…” 
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“KSC DIRECTOR Dick Smith checks out the first airbag-equipped General Services 
Administration fleet auto to arrive at the center. With Smith, at the Headquarters Building, is 
Roger Willadsen, GSA district fleet manager.” 
 

From Wikipedia, on airbags, “…The first commercial designs were introduced in 
passenger automobiles during the 1970s, with limited success, and actually caused 
some fatalities. Broad commercial adoption of airbags occurred in many markets during 
the late 1980s and early 1990s with a driver airbag, and a front-passenger airbag, as 
well, on some cars, and many modern vehicles now include six or more units…”. 
 
 

 
 

From the April 12, 1985, Spaceport News 
 
The headline is “51-D Slated For Liftoff Today”.  Part of the article reads “The 16th 
space shuttle flight was scheduled for liftoff at 8:04 a.m. April12 (at press time), on the 
fourth anniversary of the launch of STS-1… Highlighted in the 51-D mission will be the 
deployment of two communications satellites from Discovery's payload bay: the 
Leasat/Syncom naval communications satellite and the Anik C-1 satellite for Telesat of 
Canada. Discovery will orbit the Earth for five days and will carry a crew of seven, 
including the first public official to fly aboard the Space Shuttle, U.S. Sen. Jake Garn of 
Utah… 
 
The seven-member crew was originally slated for liftoff In March as mission 51-E, when 
the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite had to be repaired and the mission was 
cancelled. The crew and the Anik satellite were remanifested with the 51-D mission.” 
 
 
On page 8, “Atlantis Is Scheduled For KSC Processing”.  The article reads “NASA's 
fourth operational Space Shuttle orbiter, the Atlantis, is scheduled for delivery to 
Kennedy Space Center where it will begin pre-launch processing for its maiden flight 
later this year. Atlantis is expected to depart from Edwards Air Force Base in California 
shortly after Discovery's launch today. The Atlantis will ride to KSC piggyback on the 
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Shuttle Carrier Aircraft, a modified 747 jumbo jet. Weather permitting, the cross-country 
ferry flight will be completed in one day. Officially designated OV-104, Atlantis 
completes the currently authorized fleet of Space Shuttle orbiters. It is essentially a twin 
of Discovery, the third spaceship in the fleet. The ship is named after a two-masted 
ketch which was operated for the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute from 1930 to 
1966.” 
 
 
On page 1. 
 

 
“51-D CREW MEMBERS are in the White Room at launch pad 39-A during the countdown 
demonstration test. From left are: Payload-Specialist Jake Garn, Commander Karol Bobko, Pilot 
Don Williams, Payload Specialist Charlie Walker, and Mission Specialists Rhea Seddon, Jeff 
Hoffman and Dave Griggs.” 
 
 

 
 

From The April 26, 1985, Spaceport News 
 
On page 1, “Spacelab 3 Mission Scheduled April 29”.  A portion of the article reads 
“The first operational orbiting Space Laboratory is scheduled to be launched aboard the 
Space Shuttle Challenger April 29 at 12 noon EDT. Spacelab 3 consists of a long 
habitable module and a support structure for experiments requiring direct exposure to 
space. The primary purpose of Spacelab 3 is to conduct experiments in five disciplinary 
areas: materials science, life sciences, fluid mechanics, atmospheric science and 
astronomy. A total of 15 investigations are scheduled. 
 
For seven days, the crew of seven will perform scientific investigations continuously and 
around the clock while orbiting the Earth at an inclination of 57 degrees to the  
equator… Challenger is scheduled to return to the Florida spaceport seven days after 
launch, on the 108th orbit at 8:59 a.m. EDT on May 6.” 
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On page 5. 
 

 
“ATLANTIS, fourth orbiter to join NASA's Space Shuttle fleet, arrives April 13 to begin 
processing for future launch at KSC.” 
 
 
 

On pages 4 and 5, “Quick Turnaround Becomes Hard Down Fact for KSC.”  Part of 
the article reads “The program always had required that it would be done - routinely -
someday. But the question still remained: could it-really? Could the NASA/Contractor 
team really move in on a launch pad that had just undergone the blowtorch heat and 
stresses of a Space Shuttle liftoff and make it ready for another launch in just 72 hours? 
The turnaround clock began running when Discovery blasted its way clear of the pad to 
begin Mission 51-D at 8:59 a.m. on Friday, April 12. And on Monday, April 15, Orbiter 
Challenger, configured for launch of the Spacelab 3 mission, was declared "hard down" 
on the pad. Elapsed time: 70 hours and 35 minutes, nearly an hour and a half to 
spare… 
 
Some damage is anticipated during each launch. Pins had melted off some of the solid 
rocket booster holddown posts on the Mobile Launcher Platform. Burnaway - or 
sacrificial - plates, as expected, needed repairing, FSS light bulbs were blown at various 
levels, and there was some SRB waste residue present… The PCR was the cleanest 
that Art Jonas, NASA Shuttle Cargo Integration leader at the pad, had ever seen 
following a launch… Dick Caserta, Lockheed systems engineer on the MLP, said the 
structure's condition appeared to be "as good as I have ever seen it." 
 
Planning, hard work and dedication again had worked their magic at KSC. The "quick 
turnaround" had moved from theory into accomplished fact, and the proof was standing 
tall at Pad A.” 
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“MOBILE LAUNCHER PLATFORM 1 is removed from Launch Pad A by the 
Crawler/Transporter, to make way for the arrival of Challenger less than 72 hours after liftoff of 
51-D.” 

 
 
 
 

From The May 10, 1985, Spaceport News 
 
The headline is “Mission 51-B ... 'Shirtsleeve Lab' Back In Space”.  No article; a 
couple of photos accompany the headline. 
 

    
On the left, “THE SPIRAL pattern of a storm off the Bahama Banks is viewed over the stern of 
Orbiter Challenger, during the 51-B mission.”  On the right, “Pilot Fredrick Gregory looks on as 
Payload Specialist Taylor Wang works with the drop dynamics module experiment he designed 
for the Spacelab 3 mission. The mission began with liftoff at KSC on April29, and concluded 
with landing on May6 at Edwards Air Force Base.” 
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On page 4, “Conway To Head Cargo Office At KSC”.  In part, the article states “John 
T. Conway, director of the Information Systems Directorate since 1979, will assume the 
job of director of Cargo Management and Operations Directorate, on May 25 upon the 
retirement of incumbent Wiley Williams…  
 
A graduate of Florida State University, Conway joined NASA in 1962 at Langley 
Research Center, Virginia. He also received a master's degree in mathematics from 
William and Mary University. A native of Bradenton, Fla., Conway joined the KSC work 
force in 1966… Participating in the development of the Launch Processing System in 
1972-76 was one of the highlights in Conway's career so far. He was project manager 
for the design and development of the Central Data Subsystem, and then assumed 
operations and maintenance responsibility for the total LPS system in 1976…”. 
 

 
“CONWAY” 

 
 
On page 8, “German Spacelab D-1 Arrives”.  A portion of the article reads “For the first 
time in the history of U.S. manned space flight, payload operations will be controlled 
from another country. During the landmark Space Shuttie mission 61-A, scheduled for 
launch no earlier than Oct. 16, responsibility for the 80 Spacelab D-1 (D for 
Deutschland) experiments will rest with the Federal German Aerospace Research 
Establishment's (DFVLR) German Space Operations Center in Oberpfaffenhofen, near 
Munich…”. 
 

 
“GERMANY'S D-1 Payload being offloaded from the C 5-A cargo aircraft on KSC's shuttle 
runway.” 
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From The June 7, 1985, Spaceport News 
 
On page 1, “51-G Liftoff Nearing”.  The article reads “The upcoming flight of Discovery, 
the 18th of the Space Shuttle program, will be distinctively international as NASA flies 
the first French and Arab payload specialists and a cargo that includes American, 
Mexican, and Arabian domestic communications satellites. Also aboard are three West 
German small self contained Getaway Special canisters. The Shuttle will be launched in 
mid-June from KSC into a 220-mile orbit inclined 28.45 degrees to the earth's equator. 
The mission is planned for seven days.” 
 

 
“51-G CREW MEMBERS are, kneeling from left: Commander Daniel Brandenstein, and Pilot 
John Creighton. Standing from left are: Mission Specialists Shannon Lucid, Steven Nagel, and 
John Fabian; Payload Specialists Sultan Salman AI-Saud of Saudi a Arabia, and Patrick Baudry 
of France.” 
 

 
On page 3, “KSC Welcomes VAFB's Independence”.  Part of the article states “The 
newest solid rocket booster retrieval ship, the "Independence," arrived at KSC's Hangar 
AF dock on May 24. The ship, owned by the U.S. Air Force, is specifically designed for 
retrieval of expended boosters after Space Shuttle launches from Vandenberg Air Force 
Base. The first VAFB shuttle launch is currently scheduled for no earlier than March 
1986. The vessel will be outfitted with retrieval gear and verified at KSC, before cruising 
to its home, Port Hueneme, Calif., about 107 miles south of VAFB. "Independence," 
built by Halter Marine in Moss Point, Miss., is larger than its sister retrieval ships, the 
"Liberty Star" and the "Freedom Star”… 
 
Spent boosters will be disassembled at the Port Hueneme facility. The parachutes, 
forward and aft skirts will be shipped to KSC for refurbishment, and spent booster 
casings will be shipped to Morton Thiokol in Utah.” 
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“INDEPENDENCE," Vandenberg Air Force Base's Solid Rocket Booster retrieval ship, arrives at 
KSC for verification.” 

 
Of note and getting ahead, Shuttles were not launched out of VAFB, as a result of 
Challenger, although preparations were in work to launch from there.  The following, in 
quotes, is some more information about Independence, from the following document: 
 
“A third retrieval vessel, Independence, was built in 1985 by Halter Marine in Moss 
Point, Mississippi to support shuttle launch operations at Vandenberg Air Force Base in 
California. It was owned by the U.S. Air Force. After construction, she spent time at 
KSC getting ready for service. Independence, along with Freedom Star and Liberty Star, 
also was used in the salvage and recovery operations following the Challenger 
accident. On August 22, 1987, Independence left KSC for Port Hueneme, California, 
where the Air Force turned the vessel over to the Navy.” 
 
I found the following website, with status and a photo, circa 2018, which states the 
status of what I believe to be the same Independence.  Part of the website states:  
“Foss recently performed a drydocking and extensive maintenance period for the USNS 
Independence, based in Port Hueneme California, to extend the life of the 33-year-old 
vessel that supports weapons testing operations for the U.S. Navy.” 
 

 
    “USNS Independence” 

 

https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/files/SRB_Report_Description.pdf
https://www.foss.com/tow-bitts/shipyard-project-extends-life-of-u-s-navy-research-vessel/
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On page 7, “They'll 'Grab' Your Attention”.  A portion of the article reads “Acronynms 
are a way of life at KSC- so much so that sometimes employees develop their own 
abbreviations for outside interests. There is, for instance, "G.R.A.B.," a musical band in 
which two of KSC's employees are members. The initials stand for Gene, Randy And 
Bussey. 
 
Gene Stuckey is an audio technician for Lockheed's Communications Department in the 
Launch Complex 39 area, Steve Bussey is an audio engineer for Planning Research 
Company (PRC) at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, and Randy Rosier is a senior 
electronics technician for Harris Semi-conductor in Palm Bay. They've made their first 
cassette tape with original lyrics, music and a money-back-if-not-satisfied guarantee 
and they plan to put their next generation of songs on an album with the revenue 
earned from the cassette sales. If first album sales are good, then the musicians will 
make efforts to "grab" attention from a national record company… 
 
The trio now writes and produces its own music. "We enjoy writing the songs, and we 
get a lot of satisfaction in what we we're doing," said Bussey. He also noted, however, 
that it didn't bring G.R.A.B. immediate monetary benefits… No matter what happens, 
G.R.A.B. has made a tape of their original music. Their existence Is "on the record" and 
that's what satisfies them.” 
 

 
“G.R.A.B. MEMBERS are pictured from left: Gene Stuckey (Lockheed), Randy Rosier (Harris 
Semiconductor), and Steve Bussey (Planning Research Corporation).” 

 
 
 
   

From The June 21, 1985, Spaceport News 
 
On page 1, “51-G Mission Begins”.  No article, just a photo, on the next page.  
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Also on page 1, “51-G Cargo Team”.  In part, the article reads “KSC 51-G cargo 
processing teams successfully orchestrated the final assembly and buildup of Arabsat 
1-8, Morelos A, Telstar 3-0, Spartan 1, and the middeck experiments to their launch 
configuration…”. 
 

   
On the left, “51-G LAUNCH SITE SUPPORT MANAGERS are from left: Bob Sava, Morelos 
LSSM; Dave Bragdon, lead LSSM for commercial payloads; Tom Rucci, LSSM; and Gayle 
Hager, Arabsat LSSM… They are responsible for the pre-launch processing of the payloads at 
KSC from the time they arrive through launch. The responsibility extends to deintegration of the 
payload after landing when required. They also coordinate requirements to meet the needs of 
the customer and KSC.”  On the right, “THE 51-G TEST TEAM held daily status meetings at the 
Vertical Processing Facility annex during the time the satellites were in the VPF.” 

 
 
On pages 4 and 5, “Major Tests Under Way At Pad 39-B”.  Part of the article reads 
“For the first time since 1975 when the historic Apollo-Soyuz Test Project was launched, 
liquid hydrogen rocket fuel flowed through the lines at Launch Pad 39B last week… 
Functional testing is beginning for such installations as the new "Flare Stacks" that will 
replace the old burn pond for disposal of vented gaseous hydrogen. Some, including the 
slidewire pad escape system, have been finished. Others, such as new variable speed 
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pump motors at the Oxygen Storage Facility, capable of delivering 1,000 gallons per 
minute, still were being tested last week. First use of the renovated Pad B is planned for 
the 51-L mission, currently scheduled for launch no earlier than Jan. 22…”. 
 

 
“WORK ON the fixed and rotating service towers shows obvious additions in the new rooms on 
the RSS at left, and the platform for the rolling beam Centaur service facility on the FSS at lower 
right.” 
 

Before Challenger, planning and modifications were in work to install a Centaur liquid 

oxygen/liquid hydrogen stage in the Orbiter payload bay, for example, to get the Galileo 

spacecraft to Jupiter.  After Challenger, Centaur in the Orbiter payload bay was not 

implemented.  Galileo was launched on STS-34, in 1989, but with an Inertial Upper 

Stage, a solid propellant versus a liquid upper stage. 

 

 
 
     

From the July 5, 1985, Spaceport News 
 
The headline is “Spacelab 2 Mission Pending”.  In part, the article reads “When 
Challenger returns to space in mid-July for its eighth mission, its payload bay will be 
laden with instruments designed to advance the frontiers of science in seven major 
fields… The Space Shuttle 51-F/Spacelab mission is the third dedicated mission for the 
space laboratory developed for NASA by the European Space Agency and the first to 
be flown without a pressurized Spacelab module. 
 
This mission marks the first flight of an igloo-pallet configuration and a sophisticated 
new Instrument Pointing System. The pallet-only configuration consists of 
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unpressurized platforms in Challenger's cargo bay, with the pointing system turning 
Spacelab into a unique orbiting observatory for studying the sun, stars and space 
environment…”. 
 

 
“51-F CREW members are pictured with teat team members following the Mission Sequence 
Test. They are, from left, top row, Karl Henlze, mission specialist; Roy Bridges, pilot; Gordon 
Fullerton, commander; Dr. Story Musgrave and Dr. Tony England, mission specialists. L-R, 
bottom row, are Dr. Dianne Prinz, ground payload specialist; flight payload specialists Dr. John-
David Bartoe and Dr. Loren Acton, and ground payload specialist Dr. George Simon.” 

 
 

 
 

From The July 19, 1985, Spaceport News 
 
The headline is “Valve Redundancy Loss Results In Launch Abort”.  In part, the 
article reads “Challenger's attempted liftoff at 4:30 p.m. EDT July 12 ended at the 
T minus three second mark when Challenger's on board computers automatically shut 
down the main engines. Seconds after main engine start, redundancy to operate the 
chamber coolant valve on main engine number two was lost. NASA's ground rule 
restricts launching without an operating backup system in that area of the main 
propulsion system… 
 
At press time, the launch team was working ahead to prepare Challenger as quickly as 
possible toward a launch targeted for the end of July. Engineers have replaced the 
valve and actuator, and were evaluating suspect components of that engine. Tests were 
also being conducted with the new components in the engine…The launch of mission 
41-D was the only other instance that resulted in an on-pad abort in the shuttle program 
which occurred on June 24 of last year. Discovery's on board computers halted that 
launch at the T minus 4 second mark when engine number three lost redundant control 
of its fuel valve…”. 
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“SPACE SHUTTLE Challenger's main engines were shut down by onboard computers when 
redundancy was lost on a thrust chamber cooling valve on main engine #2. The shutdown 
occurred at minus 3 seconds in the countdown for the launch of Mission 51F and the Spacelab 
2 cargo.” 

 
 
On page 5. 
 

 
“ORIGINAL PAINTINGS by participants in a new program designed to recognize KSC 
employees' artistic talents are placed in the Headquarters Building cafeteria. The works will be 
rotated between the center's various cafeterias during July, with selected works subsequently 
displayed at SPACEPORT USA. The program is sponsored by the Education and Awareness 
Branch of NASA Public Affairs.” 

 
 
On page 4, “Apollo Soyuz: Still One Of A Kind”.  Part of the article reads “Among the 
more spectacular fruits of the American-Soviet detente which blossomed briefly during 
the mid-1970s was the Apollo Soyuz Test Project launched 10 years ago on July 15… 
"The countdown was uneventful and launch came right on time," recalled ASTP Launch 
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Director Walter J. Kapryan. Kapryan retired from NASA in June 1979 after a 32-year 
career with NASA and its predecessor, NACA. Nearly 10 of those 32 years were spent 
as KSC launch director. Apollo 12 through 17, Skylab 1-4, ASTP and numerous 
unmanned launches were conducted under his direction… 
 
In May 1975, Kapryan went to Russia for six days as the KSC representative for the 
joint ASTP mission readiness review… He was impressed by the Soviet flight hardware 
which he described as "simple but extremely well built… While at Baykonur, Kapryan 
met his counterpart- Dr. Arkadi Ostashov, the Soviet launch director. The two 
exchanged gifts. Kapryan presented Ostahov a desk pen and pencil set bearing the 
ASTP logo and received in return a handsomely-inlayed balalaika, a mandolin-like 
musical instrument…”. 
 

 
“WALTER KAPRYAN, NASA's launch director for the ASTP mission, holds the balalaika given 
to him by his Russian counterpart.” 
 

 
“SYMBOLIC PAINTING by artist Bort Winthrop of Rockwell International included the two 
spacecraft in docked configuration, depictions of the launches and the mission insignia. Portraits 
of the Soviet and American crew members are, clockwise from the ASTP emblem, American 
Astronauts Thomas P. Stafford, crew commander; Donald K. Slayton, docking module pilot; 
Vance D. Brand, command module pilot; Soviet Cosmonauts Valeriy N. Kubasov, engineer, and 
Cosmonaut Aleksey A. Leonov, commander.” 
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From The August 2, 1985, Spaceport News 
 
On page 1, photo and caption. 

 
   “51-F- 50th MANNED LAUNCH!”  “CHALLENGER SOARS upward with its seven-

member crew and the Spacelab experiments. Launch came at 5 p.m. July 29. One of the ship's 
engines was commanded to shut down as a result of sensor readings indicating a possible fuel 
pump problem. Challenger's powered flight proceeded and the ship was injected into a stable, 
near-nominal orbit. A full duration mission of seven days is planned. Challenger is scheduled to 
land at Edwards Air Force Base California on August 5th.” 
 
Regarding the early engine shutdown, Wikipedia states “…it is the only Shuttle mission to have 
carried out an abort after launching. As a result of the Abort To Orbit, the mission was carried 
out at a slightly lower orbital altitude.” 
 
 

Also on page 1, “KSC Realigns Shuttle Offices”.  A portion of the article reads “KSC 

Director Richard G. Smith recently announced a realignment of the KSC Space Shuttle 

organizations… Effective August 12, Thomas E. Utsman, presently Director of Shuttle 

Management and Operations, will become Deputy Director of KSC. Shuttle 

Management and Operations is being divided into two primary organizations; Shuttle 

Engineering and Shuttle Operations. The Engineering Directorate, to be headed by 

Horace L. Lamberth, will provide the skills necessary for sustaining engineering of the 

Orbiter. The Operations Directorate, headed by Robert B. Sieck, will retain all functions 

necessary to manage the day-to-day Shuttle processing and its logistical support…’ 
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Utsman comes to his new job as Deputy Director of KSC after serving as Director of 

Shuttle Management and Operations since July 1982… Lamberth has been Shuttle 

Engineering Director since 1984…  He joined KSC in 1964 as a systems engineer… 

Sieck joined NASA at KSC in 1964 as a Gemini Spacecraft Systems Engineer… Prior to 

this job, he served as the first KSC Shuttle Flow Director...”. 

       
         Tom Utsman       Bob Sieck       Horace Lamberth 

 
 
One more on page 1, “Columbia Comes Home”.  Part of the article reads “Columbia, 
flagship of the Space Shuttle fleet, has returned to KSC after 18 months of modifications 
at the Rockwell factory in Palmdale, California… Wings and mid-fuselage are now 
structurally reinforced, and a Head Up Display now allows the commander and pilot to 
view critical flight information on a see-through panel while they look through forward 
cockpit windows. Ejection seats and overhead blowout panels have been removed, 
reducing the orbiter's weight… 
 
Most visible is the infrared imaging device installed on the vertical stabilizer to provide a 
temperature profile of upper wing surfaces during reentry. Other instrumentation will 
provide improved entry air data. Columbia has flown six space shuttle missions, and the 
next presently is manifested as Mission 61-C in December.” 
 
Regarding the imaging device, Wikipedia states“…the "SILTS" pod (Shuttle Infrared 
Leeside Temperature Sensing), was located on the top of Columbia's vertical stabilizer, 
and was installed…to acquire infrared and other thermal data…”. The below photo, from 
Wikipedia, with the SILTS pod circled in red, is from STS-62; March 1994, KSC landing. 
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From The August 16, 1985, Spaceport News 
 
On page 1, “NASA's Four Of A Kind”.  Photo collage, no article. 

 
 
 
On page 2, “Easter Island Contingency Site Planned”.  Part of the article states 
“Engineers from KSC went to Santiago, Chile last weekend to begin negotiations with 
engineers there for a construction contract on expansion of the Mataveri Airport for use 
as an emergency Space Shuttle landing site on Easter Island. The governments of 
Chile and the United States signed agreements on Aug. 2, providing the basis for 
contingency planning for launches of the Shuttle from Vandenberg Air Force Base, 
Calif. beginning in March 1986. This planning is consistent with arrangements already in 
place to support launches from KSC… 
 
Consorcio Proyecto Pudaheul Limitda, a Chilean engineering firm, has performed the 
design for the runway extension and other improvements including lighting, a storage 
building and enhanced navigation equipment at the facility. Gary Ray, KSC's special 
projects engineer for Engineering Development, said the design has undergone review 
at KSC, with representatives of the Chilean firm participating, and a construction 
company should be under contract in early September. Ray is responsible for program 
office planning on all contingency landing sites…”. 
 
Of moai fame, and the following from Wikipedia, “…Easter Island is an island and 
special territory of Chile in the southeastern Pacific Ocean… Easter Island is one of the 
most remote inhabited islands in the world. The nearest inhabited land (around 50 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Easter_Island
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residents in 2013) is Pitcairn Island, 2,075 kilometers (1,289 mi) away;… the nearest 
continental point lies in central Chile, 3,512 kilometers (2,182 mi) away…”. 
 
 
Also on page 2. The directly below, in black font, is the article title, which is cut and 

pasted directly from the Spaceport News issue.  This is one of the very few typos I recall 

seeing in the Spaceport News, from 1963 until 1985, and certainly not in an article title. 
 

“ ” 

Most of the article reads “Cash awards totaling $1,150 were presented recently to two 
engineers whose suggestions resulted in substantial savings to NASA. Emery Lamar, 
who works in Launch Support Services, received $650 for suggesting that the Centaur 
Rolling Beam, an assembly used to supply liquid hydrogen to the upper stage booster 
from… Launch Pad 39A and 39B… could be moved by the transporter used for solid 
rocket booster segments. Adoption of this suggestion negated the need to modify a 
multiple use transporter, called the "blue aardvark,"… The "aardvark" would have 
needed installation of additional bracing, while the Solid Rocket Motor transporter would 
not require changes. Avoiding the modifications saved NASA $10,000. 
 
Roland Dupree, an engineer in STS Cargo Operations, was awarded $500 for his 
suggestion that the L-14 panel used for Spacelab testing in the Operations and 
Checkout Building be transferred intact to Lockheed for installation in the orbiter. 
Procedures then in use would have required disassembly and reassembly by Lockheed 
workers… Dupree's suggestion yielded tangible cost savings of more than $5,000 and 
reduced risk to the hardware. 
 
The list of KSC Suggestion Award recipients continues to grow. NASA management 
encourages all center employees to use their expertise in generating suggestions 
designed to improve operations at KSC…”. 
 

 
“NASA ENGINEERS Emery Lamar, left, and Roland Dupree, recent suggestion program award 
recipients, are pictured with models of Launch Pad Facilities and the Space Shuttle orbiter 
involved in their money-saving ideas.” 
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From The August 30, 1985, Spaceport News 

On page 1, the following photo and caption. 

 
“51-1 CREW MEMBERS celebrate Commander Joe Engle's 53rd birthday on Aug. 26 while 
waiting for the KSC launch team to ready Discovery for a turnaround launch attempt. From left 
are: Mission Specialists Bill Fisher and Mike Lounge, Commander Joe Engle, Mission Specialist 
"Ox" van Hoften, and Pilot Richard Covey. 
 
Discovery punched through a cloudy sky to create a spectacular sight and ground-shaking 
rumble on Its sixth launch. Liftoff came at 6:58 a.m. Aug. 27, just minutes before Complex 39 
was pelted by torrential rains. The launch team applauded and cheered as Discovery roared up 
from the pad; two previous launch attempts had been scrubbed. The first, on Aug. 24, was 
scrubbed for bad weather, and on Aug. 25 the launch was postponed because of a problem with 
Discovery's number five general purpose computer. Highlights of the eight-day mission include 
deployment of three communications satellites and in-orbit repair of the Leasat 3 satellite.” 

 

 
 

From The September 13, 1985, Spaceport News 

On page 1, the following is the caption for two photos on the next page.  “51-I CREW 

MEMBERS leave the Shuttle discovery after landing. In ascending order are: 

Commander Joe H. Engle, being greeted by George Abby of JSC, Mission Specialists 

James "Ox" van Hoften and J. Mike Lounge, Pilot Richard Covey, and Mission 

Specialist William F. Fisher. Discovery touched down at 6:16 a.m. PDT on Sept. 3, at 

NASA's Ames-Dryden Flight Research Facility, concluding a very successful mission. 

Three commercial communications satellites were deployed, and the Leasat 3 satellite 

was repaired and redeployed.”  
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On page 2, “'Space Camp' Filmed On Location At KSC”.  In part, the article reads 

“ABC Motion Pictures descended upon KSC recently to shoot launch sequences of the 

upcoming movie, "Space Camp," scheduled to hit theaters during Easter of 1986. 

"Space Camp" is the fictitious setting for an action adventure story that revolves around 

four main characters who inadvertently find themselves launched aboard the space 

shuttle Atlantis during its Flight Readiness Firing. 

A crew of 70-90 spent three and a half 14-hour days on location at KSC. The movie 

stars Kate Capshaw as Andie, an astronaut/camp counselor who, in the movie, is 

married to Tom Skerritt's character, Zach, an ex-astronaut in charge of "Space Camp." 

Tate Donovan and Lea Thompson portray campers Kevin and Kathryn, respectively. 

Thompson is currently starring in "Back to the Future" with Michael J. Fox…”. 

  
“SPACE CAMP KIDS who inadvertently get launched aboard Atlantis during its Flight 
Readiness Firing include Lea Thompson, far left. Thompson starred In the recent movie "Back 
to the Future."  Kelly Preston is third from left in the photo, Tate Donovan is second from the left, 
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Larry Scott is on the far right and I believe a young Joaquin Phoenix is second from the right, his 
film debut. 
 

The movie is available for viewing on YouTube at this site. 
 
 

On page 6. 

 
“AT LEFT, GEORGE MURPHY, center, cracks a celebratory bottle of champagne over the final 
steel beam about to be attached to the Marshall Space Flight Center Solid Rocket Booster 
Assembly and Refurbishment Facility at KSC. From left are J. C. Garrison, NASA; Bill Mills, 
president of Federal Construction; John Crump, contractor architect; Murphy, vice president of 
USBI-Booster Production Company; Bob Lindstrom, MSFC; and Larry Mulloy, MSFC. Below, 
the steel framework takes on the form of the facility due for completion in mid-1986.” 
 

 
 
 

On page 7, “Lee Harrison Pulls It All Together On Skis”.  A portion of the article 

reads “Ask NASA's Lee Harrison what makes an amateur a champion and she'll tell you 

it takes more than just a bowl of Wheaties at breakfast. A five-time and current National 

Water Ski Champion, Harrison also ranks in the top ten on the World Standings List. 

She also holds the current national record for trick skiing… 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jum9gJAOaqU
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A Project Engineer in the Shuttle Management and Operations Directorate, Harrison 

first set her skis in water while attending Rollins College in 1970. "The college had water 

skiing as a physical education course and I had always wanted to try it," said Harrison. It 

wasn't long before Harrison was a contender in intercollegiate tournaments where she 

discovered her love for the dare-devil sport. She emerged from college with a new 

perspective about it and has no intentions now of slowing down…”. 

 

I found the following about Leza (Lee) Harrison.  At this site; 2016 Hall of Fame Award 

of Distinction Announced, the article states “…What started out as a fun pastime on the 

collegiate ski team led to an amazing career that is still going strong. Leza has won the 

Correct Craft Ski Nautique Award, given to the skier with the highest overall score in 

any division at the Water Ski National Championships, five times in her career. She 

currently holds two national records – Women 6 jumping and Women 6 slalom. Leza 

has won national overall titles an amazing 30 times, including the 2015 Women 6 title.  

At one point in her career she won the national overall title 12 consecutive years. Over 

the course of her incredible career, Leza has won 122 national medals, including 91 

gold medals. She was a U.S. Team member at multiple Water Ski World 

Championships and Pan American Water Ski Championships. While she was skiing at a 

world-class level, Leza also was a NASA engineer working on the space shuttle for 26 

years…”. 

I also found this video of Leza from 2010.  And the following is a listing of Leza’s 

records. 

 

 

From The September 27, 1985, Spaceport News 

From page 1, the caption for the photo on the next page is “A TEST firing of the main 

engines of NASA's newest Space Shuttle Orbiter, Atlantis, was conducted flawlessly on 

Sept. 13 at Launch Pad 39-A. The engines were ignited for 22 seconds to verify the 

https://www.surfexpo.com/latest-news/2016-hall-of-fame-award-of-distinction-announced/
https://www.surfexpo.com/latest-news/2016-hall-of-fame-award-of-distinction-announced/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d4xm5KoWQBQ
https://floridawaterskifederation.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Leza-Harrison-Bio.pdf
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flight readiness of the new ship's main propulsion system. The procedure that led to the 

engine ignition was identical to a launch countdown, except the flight crew was not on 

board…”. 

 

 

On page 2, “First Atlantis Mission Slated”.  In part, the article reads “launch of NASA's 

fourth operational Space Shuttle, Atlantis, on its maiden voyage is scheduled for 

Thursday, Oct. 3. This will mark the 21st launch for the Space Transportation System. 

The mission, designated 51-J, will carry a classified Department of Defense payload…”. 

   

“THESE FIVE MEN will fly aboard Atlantis on its first NASA mission in October. Seated from left 

are: Mission Specialist Robert Stewart, Commander Karol Bobko, and Pilot Ronald Grabe. 

Standing from left are: Mission Specialist David Hilmers and Payload Specialist William Pailes.” 
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On pages 4 and 5, “Open House 1985”.  No article, photos, several of which are below.  
 

   
On the left, “A VISITOR POINTS to Orbiter Discovery's maneuvering thrusters, as a youngster 
perches on his dad's shoulders for a better view”.  On the right, “FIVE-YEAR-OLD ALLISON and 
small friend hitch a ride with Dad Jim McNamara above, during their visit to KSC Open House 
for employees and families.” 
 

 
“ORBITER COLUMBIA, inside the Vehicle Assembly Building, was a popular attraction for the 
30,000 visitors at KSC's Open House.” 
 

 
“OPEN HOUSE 1985 brought a rare chance for visitors to drive and walk on the orbiter landing 
facility to view the Enterprise, mounted "piggyback" on its 747 carrier. Enterprise was flown In 
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the night before Open House, and will be parked near the Saturn V static display. Enterprise will 
eventually be transferred to the Smithsonian Institution at Washington, D.C. Its visit here is a 
way-stop and the amount of time it will stay has not yet been determined.” 

 
Following up from the above caption, this NASA site, which includes a good summary of 

Enterprise’s history, states “…On Sept. 20, 1985, Enterprise was ferried from Dryden 

Flight Research Facility to the Kennedy Space Center in Florida. On Nov. 18, 1985, 

Enterprise was ferried from the Kennedy Space Center to Dulles Airport, Washington, 

D.C., and became the property of the Smithsonian Institution…”.  Below is a photo, circa 

1985, from collectSPACE, with Enterprise on display outside the VAB, as described in 

the above photo caption.  Of note, the subject Saturn V was moved indoors, to the 

Apollo/Saturn V Center, circa 1996  

 

 

 

From The October 11, 1985, Spaceport News  

On page 1, “Historic Launches Both Successful”.  In part, the article reads “A first 

and a last launch recently occurred at Kennedy Space Center. Atlantis, NASA's fourth 

Space Shuttle, blasted off Pad 39-A at 11:15 a.m. EDT, Oct. 3 on its first voyage into 

space…  Atlas/Centaur, NASA's workhorse vehicle, delivered its last commercial 

payload into space on Sept. 28. Atlantis carried a crew of five and a Department of 

Defense payload on a classified mission, the second for the Space Shuttle program. 

Atlas/Centaur65 carried the lntelsat VA F-12 satellite… This was the last planned 

commercial launch for the Atlas/Centaur…”. 

https://science.ksc.nasa.gov/shuttle/resources/orbiters/enterprise.html
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On the left, “…the maiden launch of Atlantis with the Enterprise and the Saturn V display area in 
the foreground…”. On the right, “The 65th Atlas/Centaur was successfully launched from 
Complex 36-B Sept. 28 at 7:36 p.m….”. 

 

 

On page 2. 
 

 
“THE OCTOBER recipients of the 'Employee of the Month Award' from left are: David Sias (DE), 
Marietta Martin (PM), Edwin Luginbuhl (SI). Robin Fort (CM), Annette Riley (AC), and David 
King (SM). This award provides an opportunity to recognize employees who have made 
significant contributions. Awardees are provided with a reserved parking space near the 
entrance of their work building during the month they are recognized.” 
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On page 6, “Space Race Veteran Turns Globe Trotter”.  In part, the article states 

“After 26 years at the Cape and KSC- many of which were spent working up to 16 hours 

a day, seven days a week - Guenter Wendt is looking at the rest of the world ... with 

gusto. He arrived in 1959 to take part in the Mercury Program, and stayed to become 

the last man to have personal contact with each Apollo astronaut crew prior to liftoff… 

He knew and worked with the spaceflight pioneers… and he was there, in charge of 

spacecraft preparation, when Alan Shepherd made his historic flight… 

Today, Guenter Wendt no longer goes to the pad to give each spacecraft its final, 

affectionate pat for good luck. "Starting about three years ago," he said, "I began to go 

places and see things I never had time for during those 20 years of 12-16 hour days 

and seven-day weeks. Finally, I can schedule a trip and expect to really take it."… 

He is proud of his photograph albums filled with professional quality images from such 

lands as Australia, Hawaii, Japan, Thailand, New Zealand and South America…He has 

been on safari in Kenya, and has toured the ancient ruins of Egypt. He has met the 

Maori, the first people to populate the Polynesian islands… Guenter Wendt is still a 

committed and enthusiastic advocate of the space program, and he likes to make 

friends for it wherever he goes…”. 

 
“GUENTER WENDT poses with one of his travel scrapbooks in front of a backdrop depicting his 
two favorite subjects the world and the Space Shuttle.” 

 

 

From The October 25, 1985, Spaceport News 

On page 1, “Challenger To Haul German Spacelab On Mission 61-A”.   A portion of 

the article reads “Mission 61-A will mark another series of "firsts" for NASA and the 

Space Transportation System. The largest flight crew ever placed into orbit aboard a 
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single spacecraft will be launched from the Kennedy Space Center along with the first 

dedicated German Spacelab. Launch of the 22nd Space Shuttle mission is currently 

planned for no earlier than Wed., Oct. 30, 1985. Challenger is scheduled to begin its 

ninth trip into space with a liftoff from Complex 39A, Kennedy Space Center, Fla., at 12 

noon EST. The window for that date extends to 3 p.m. EST. 

Spacelab D-1 is managed by the Federal German Aerospace Research Establishment 

(DFVLR) for the German Federal Ministry of Research and Technology. Highlights of 

the seven-day mission include basic and applied research in microgravity in the fields of 

material and life sciences, technology, communications and navigation..”. 

 
“61-A CREW MEMBERS represent the largest number of persons to occupy an orbiting 
spacecraft at the same time. From left in the front row with the mission insignia are: Reinhard 
Furrer, German payload specialist; Bonnie Dunbar, mission specialist; James Buchli, mission 
specialist; and Henry Hartsfield, Jr., mission commander. Back row from left are: Steven Nagel, 
pilot; Guion Bluford, mission specialist; Ernst Messerschmid, German payload specialist; and 
Wubbo Ockels, Dutch payload specialist.” 
 
 

On page 3. 

 
“MICKEY MOUSE AND PLUTO, Walt Disney characters, visited the Kennedy Space Center to 
promote the recent KARS-sponsored Walt Disney World weekend. Pluto is standing beside 
Captain Mark Wood at the controls of the solid rocket booster retrieval ship, the Independence. 
Standing next to Mickey in the bridge is Anker Rasmussen, manager marine operations for 
Morton Thiokol.” 
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On page 8, “Mockup Of X-29 To Be Displayed”.  Part of the article reads “A full-scale 

mockup of the innovative airplane that may change the face of tactical aircraft is 

scheduled for display beginning Oct. 29 at Spaceport USA 's rocket garden. The 

mockup is exactly like the Grumman-built forward-swept wing X-29 that is undergoing 

testing by NASA. It will remain on display through Nov. 6…”. 

 

 
“NASA's X-29 experimental aircraft is shown in flight. The display at Spaceport USA will be an 
exact mockup.” 
 

According to Wikipedia, “The Grumman X-29 was an American experimental 

aircraft that tested a forward-swept wing, canard control surfaces, and other novel 

aircraft technologies… Two X-29As were built by Grumman from two 

existing Northrop F-5A Freedom Fighter airframes… The two X-29 aircraft flew a total of 

242 times from 1984 to 1991…  

The first X-29, 82-003, is now on display in the Research and Development Gallery at 

the National Museum of the United States Air Force on Wright-Patterson Air Force 

Base near Dayton, Ohio. The other craft is on display at the Armstrong Flight Research 

Center on Edwards Air Force Base. A full-scale model was on display from 1989 to 

2011 at the National Air and Space Museum's National Mall building in Washington, 

DC.” 

It looks like the X-29 mockup made its way to the Cradle of Aviation Museum in Garden 

City, NY, according to this 2011 article.  And from this July 2020 article, the Museum 

reopened (COVID) and the X-29 is on display, after being in storage and refurbished. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grumman_X-29
https://news.northropgrumman.com/news/releases/photo-release-northrop-grumman-cradle-of-aviation-welcome-home-x-29-aircraft
https://patch.com/new-york/gardencity/cradle-aviation-museum-reopens-july-9th
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From the November 7, 1985, Spaceport News 

On pages 4 and 5, “STS 61-A The Adventure Continues”.  A series of photos, a 

couple of which follow.   

 
“61-A CREW MEMBERS on their way from the Operations and Checkout Building to their 
transporter van the morning of launch are greeted by well-wishing KSC employees. From left to 
right are, Payload Specialist Ernst Messerschmid, Pilot Steven Nagel, Payload Specialists 
Wubbo Ockels and Reinhard Furrer, Mission Specialists James Buchli, Guy Bluford and Bonnie 
Dunbar, and Commander Henry Hartsfield, Jr.” 
 

John Young and George Abbey are right behind Steve Nagel. 

 
“IN FIRING ROOM 1, a satisfied team of launch directors relax after Challenger's ninth 
successful liftoff. This launch was the second with KSC's new Launch Director, Gene Thomas, 
second from right. From left are Director Payload Management and Operations John Conway, 
Center Director Dick Smith, Director Shuttle Management and Operations Bob Sieck and Col. 
Bob Bourne of Vandenberg Air Force Base. From right are Marvin Jones, Director Safety R&QA 
and Protective Services, and Jim Harrington, Shuttle Flow Director.  
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From the November 22, 1985, Spaceport News 

On page 1, “Enterprise Performs Final Task At KSC”.  In part, the article reads “After 

nearly 10 years of service to NASA, the Space Shuttle Orbiter Enterprise was ferried to 

Dulles International Airport in Virginia on Nov. 18. NASA has given the Enterprise to the 

Smithsonian Institute for historical display. An Air and Space Museum annex will be built 

at Dulles, about 30 miles southwest of Washington, D.C., to house the prototype shuttle 

orbiter and other aviation artifacts. 

Before Enterprise left KSC, however, emergency teams used the sophisticated, full-

scale mockup to practice procedures for getting crew members out of the cockpit in 

emergency landing situations that could occur during the Shuttle Centaur missions 

Galileo and Ulysses scheduled for launch next May. Ideally, the rescuers should have 

the astronauts out of the Shuttle Orbiter within three minutes of touchdown following a 

Return To Launch Site (RTLS) or other emergency landing situation with the Centaur 

liquid fueled upper stage still in the payload bay… 

"There would have to be multiple malfunctions for this situation to occur," said Tim 

Bollo, a NASA Convoy Commander... Personnel from KSC and Edwards Air Force 

Base participated in the training exercise. Fire truck drivers were trained to meet the 

orbiter as soon as it touches down. Once it stops, the fire truck crew sprays a torrent of 

water to clear the air for the astronauts' egress. Within three minutes the orbiter's crew 

hatch is unlatched and the astronauts leap out to board the fire truck. The fire truck then 

speeds off to a safe area. 

"The test went very well. It's faster and more efficient than before," said Bolio. Previous 

emergency landing situations called for the crew to get out without the assistance of the 

fire truck…”. 

 
“EMERGENCY LANDING training was practiced at KSC's shutlle runway using the prototype 
Shuttle Enterprise. Crews simulated a multiple malfunction situation in which the onboard crew 
members had to be out of the orbiter in three minutes.” 
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As for the current locations of the Orbiters, the following is provided: 

- Enterprise; Intrepid Sea, Air and Space Museum, New York City 

- Discovery; Smithsonian Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Center, Dulles Intl Airport 

- Atlantis; KSC Visitor Complex 

- Endeavour; California Science Center, Los Angeles 

 

 
 

From the December 6, 1985, Spaceport News 

On page 1, “Spectacular 61-B”.  Photo and Caption. 

 
“ATLANTIS BLAZED through the sky at 7:29 p.m. EST Nov. 26, 1985, and appeared to arc over 
the full moon to ground viewers. The launch team was praised for a "letter-perfect" countdown 
by launch officials. Atlantis' second flight marks the 23rd in the history of the Space 
Transportation System. Three communications satellites were successfully deployed, and two 
space walks were conducted to demonstrate the assembly of structures in space by 
constructing small components to form larger structures, just as astronauts may do when 
building the space station.” 
 
STS-61C was the second night launch of the Space Shuttle, the first being STS-8 in 1983.  
According to this NASA site there were a total of 34 Shuttle night launches, spanning from 1983 
through 2010. 
 
 

On pages 4 and 5, “61-C, First For Columbia Since '83, SPACE SHUTTLE COLUMBIA 

TO MAKE 24TH STS FLIGHT ON DECEMBER 18.”  In part, the article reads “The Space 

Shuttle Columbia will be making its first trip into space in two years on mission 61-C, the 

24th flight of America's Space Transportation System. Liftoff is scheduled for Dec. 18 at 

7 a.m. EST… During the mission, the 61C crew of seven will deploy RCA's Satcom 

https://www.intrepidmuseum.org/Space_Shuttle_Pavilion
https://airandspace.si.edu/collection-objects/space-shuttle-discovery/nasm_A20120325000
https://www.kennedyspacecenter.com/explore-attractions/shuttle-a-ship-like-no-other
https://californiasciencecenter.org/exhibits/air-space/space-shuttle-endeavour
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/shuttle/launch/night_launches.html
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Ku-1 communications satellite, the second in a series of three, with its PAM D-2 upper 

stage. Satcom Ku-2 was deployed on mission 61-C in November, 1985. Also onboard 

Columbia in the payload bay are: the Materials Science Lab-2 (MSL2), the first 

Hitchhiker (HHG1) payload, the RCA Infrared Imaging Experiment (IR-IE), and 12 

Getaway Special Experiments…”. 

 
“61-C CREW MEMBERS are (front row) from right: Mission Specialist Franklin R. Chang-Diaz, 
Commander Robert L. Gibson, Pilot Charles F. Bolden and RCA Payload Specialist Robert 
Cenker. In the back row from right are: Mission Specialists George D. Nelson, and Steven A. 
Hawley and Payload Specialist U.S. Rep. from Florida, Bill Nelson.” 
 
 
 
 

From the December 20, 1985, Spaceport News 

On page 1, “Dedication Held For Launch Pad B”.  Part of the article reads “After six 

years of constant work and expenditure of $150 million, the entrance gate to Launch 

Pad 8 was formally unlocked by KSC Director Dick Smith and Lockheed Space 

Operations Company President Doug Sargent.  “Mr. Smith," Sargent said, "Pad B is 'go 

for launch'!"… 

The first use of Pad-B was in May 1969 for the Apollo 10, third manned Saturn V/Apollo 

launch. Its last use was for the launch of the Apollo/Soyuz mission in July 1975. Space 

Shuttle Challenger is scheduled (at press time) to be rolled out on Dec. 19 in 

preparation for the first Pad-B shuttle launch set for Jan. 22…”. 
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“CENTER DIRECTOR Dick Smith welcomed about 400 people to the recently held Pad-B 
dedication ceremony. Also participating in the ceremony are from left: Ed Renouard, President, 
Boeing Aerospace Operations; John Toups, Chairman of the Board for Planning Research 
Corporation; Ernest Briel, President, Briel Rhame Poynter & Houser, Architects-Engineers, Inc.; 
Mike Weeks, NASA Deputy Associate Adminstrator for Space Flight. From right are: John 
Conway, KSC Payload Operations Manager; Bob Sieck, KSC Director of Shuttle Management 
and Operations; Pete Minderman, KSC Director of Engineering Development; and Doug 
Sargent. President Lockheed Space Operations Company.” 
 
 

On page 2. 

 
“TOM UTSMAN, KSC deputy director, cuts ribbon at the new Complex 39 Logistics Facility. 
Lockheed Space Operations President Doug Sargent holds the ribbon for Utsman to cut at the 
recent ceremony. The 324,640 square-foot facility will house some 190,000 Shuttle hardware 
parts and about 550 NASA and Lockheed employees. A unique feature of the building includes 
a state-of-the-art storage and retrieval system that includes use of robotic fork lifts to find and 
retrieve specific parts.” 
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Also on page 2. 

 
“THE DECEMBER recipients of the 'Employee of the Month Award' are from left: Brad Lytle 
(DE), Christina Phillips (CC), Rita Long (AC), Lee Harrison (SM) and Mario Krisberg (SI). Not 
pictured is Edward Popovich (CM). This award provides an opportunity to recognize employees 
who have made significant contributions. Awardees are provided with a reserved parking space 
near the entrance of their work building during the month they are recognized.” 
 
 

On page 3. 

 

Part of the article states “The year 1985 was an exceptionally busy one for KSC's 

launch and payload processing teams. The 10 Space Shuttle missions scheduled for 

completion before the end of the year marked a doubling of the launch rate over that of 

1984. Three Atlas Centaurs were launched to mark the end of the lntelsat program on 

expendable launch vehicles… Other events highlighting the highly successful year 

included the entry of a fourth orbiter Atlantis - into the Shuttle fleet and her flight on two 

successful missions. 

1985 happens to be the year with the most actual Shuttle launches/missions; nine.  

There were a couple of years in the 1990s with eight launches and several consecutive 

years in the 1990s with seven launches.  The 1990s had the most Shuttle 

launches/missions, decade wise; reference this NASA site.  

 

 

 

https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/shuttle/shuttlemissions/index.html
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On pages 4 and 5, “1985 Christmas Coffee”.  A series of photos, several of which 

follow. 

 
“CENTER DIRECTOR Dick Smith hangs Space Shuttle ornaments on the Christmas tree in the 
Headquarters lobby during the Christmas Coffee 1985. Also pictured from left are: Barbara 
McCoy, member of KSC Executive Staff; George English, Director Executive Management 
Office; Andy Pickett, Associate Deputy Director; and Tom Utsman, Deputy Director.” 
 

   
On the left, “BOB SIECK, right, Director of KSC's Shuttle Management and Operation and John 
Conway, Payload Operations Director, exchange Christmas cheer in the Mission Briefing Room 
during the coffees.”  On the right, “EMPLOYEES TOOK a few minutes break to share the warm 
mood created by the chorus’ seasonal music, directed by George Garcia, for the Christmas 
Coffee.” 
 


